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NEW DRANK
Snoop Dogg is the newest rapper
to have his own alcoholic energy
drink. See Pulse on PAGE 8.
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Students can sell
clothes at new
consignment store
ByBriHall.r

A new store in Bowling (ireen
offers a new home for students
unwanted clothes.
The Mosaic Consignment Studio.
located at 101 N. Main St., provides
an opportunity for people to sell
clothes they no longer wear for a
percentage of what the item sells for
at the store. The store was opened
by Colleen Miller and Rebecca Cislo,
both of whom were inspired by their
love of consignment shopping.
"You never really know what you're
going to find. It's likea little treasure
hunt. We also like the fact that we
can get good quality items at affordable prices," Miller said.
Consigning allows customers to
recycle acceptable items and earn
money. As opposed to other sales
methods, consigning lets customers
to put items directly in front of consumers, increasing the likelihood
of a sale, according to the store's
website. Money made by clothing
items that sell is split 50-50 between

PHOIO ILLUSTRATION BYRON MACK

CAMPUS
BRIEF

the consignor and the store

rhe clothin • labli
children's sizes four and up )i
misses and women's rhi
offers outerweai jewi . u
ries, shoes and boots ai i ord
the website
"We have i lothini •
HI all ages .ind sizes md
are all things thai peopli
brought in from the i omm ■•
re-sell here," said Reise San
employee at the ■•lore
rhe 'consignment as]
the store's name is evident
the 'mosiac' pan ol the nan
along with thai.
"We chose the name b(
cally a mosaic is where v n taki
pieces of glass oi beads and you put
together a complete look, and it's
similarly true foi when you n
ping at a consignment store Millet
said. "You're taking different .
and putting them togethei i i
one complete look
CLOTHES

FLAPJACKS AND FLIPCAMS

Jeremy Foster
Died Dec 26.2010
from use of ethanol
and narcotics.

Police file charges
in connection with
student's death
Bowling Gieen City Police have charged
Nicholas Magium in connection with the death
of University student Jeremy Foster Foster
died Dec 26.2010 in his house m Bowling
Green due to use of ethanol and narcotics
Magrum has been charged with one count
of "Corrupting Another with Drugs" after
investigations found that Magrum was involved
in Foster's use of the substances Magrum voluntarily went to the police station where he was
given the charge

BYRON MACK

SING IT: Sophomore Meghan Marrone sings 'I'm Yours" by Jason Mraz with sophomores Stacey Diegel (left) and 6n Bradfield M win a ttirxam at the Pancake Bash Thursday night

THE STREET
How are you going to celebrate Earth Day?

Terrorist handed to Germany

Trump for president

BG basebal back at home

United States government officials hand

Columnist Matthew Thacker debates

After taking two of three games from Toledo last

over an Islamic terror suspect over to

whether Donald Trump will be a legitimate

weekend, the BG baseball team is back at home

EVAN PRESSMAN
Freshman. Economics

German officials Thursday at a U.S.

candidate for the 2012 Republican party

this weekend for a three game series against Ohio.

T recycled and ate a sandwich"

naval base in Ramstein | Page 5

nomination | Page 4

First pitch Friday is set for I p.m. | Page 6
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SATURDAY
- 3,6,5 DRINK SPECIALS *****

* 15 THIEVES & SUB FILTER *
(Thailand and The Netherlands]
THURSDAY. APRIL 28 * 9PM -2:30AM

$3 Pitchers/Beer!
$6 Pitchers/Mixed Drink!
3 FOR $5 Vodka Bombs!

*****

OUBSTEP, DRUM & BASS, ELECTRONIC MUSIC
First 25 people get in FREE * APPLE giveaways

GROUNDS

BLOTTER

From Page 1

WED.. APRIL 20

totally different market than
new hooks." Wicks said.
Wicks also said the transilion from hooks to eBooks
is much different than olher
technological shifts.
"When pagers went to cell
phones, pagers were abandoned completely. Hut what
we're seeing here is much different. People come in with
both eBooks and physical
books," Wicks said.
According to Wicks, some
books will never disappear.
"Coffee table books and
olher oversize books will
never disappear because they
can't be enjoyed digitally,"
Wicks said.
University
Professor
Thomas Rosenkran/. tapped
away at his il'od and enjoyed
a cup of coffee at Grounds for
Thought. 1 le is confident thai
the thousands of books lining Grounds for Thought will
soon vanish.
"Within the next 50
years, books will go away.
Everything is digitized these
days, (loogle is digitizing as

11:11A.M.
Michael J. Sttoffolino Jr. 18. of
Lakeville. Ohio, was ciied for
theft/shoplifting after he was
reportedly seen hiding trading
cards and a watch worth a total
of $83.24 on his person before
attempting to leave the building through the east side mam
door without paying at Walmart.

11:45 P.M.
Ashley C. Tengler. 23. of
Milford. Ohio, was cited fo'
operating a vehicle while
impaired near North Main and
East Oak streets.

*

ONLINE: 6o to bgvtews.com for
the complete blotter list

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966.

,

we speak," Rosenkran/. said. time, at least once or twice
"Books are extremely expen- a week." Ela said. "When
sive to make and they weigh I went to the University, I
a lot. It's just loo costly when came a lot to study for midterms and finals."
digitization is feasible."
She said she prefers
With the rapid transformation of books from paper to Grounds for Thought to the
digital, reports indicate a fleet- Jerome Library.
"Ihe quiet floor at the
ing lifespan for the page-turning media. The Association of library is too quiet," Ula said,
American Publishers report- laughing. "I'm afraid to get
ed that eBooks outsold their yelled at for turning a page
print counterparts during loo loudly."
Bush and Ela don't only utithe month of February, with
eBooksalescomingto$90-mil lize Grounds for Thought to
and paperback sales coming study and read. Both love the
to$81-mil. Likewise, Amazon French language, and they
reported that Kindles were said the book selection is persignificantly outperforming fect for them.
"The foreign book selecpaperbacks.
Uz F.la, a 2010 University tion is amazing. We found a
graduate and her former Goosebumps novel in French."
roommate Hilary Bush, a Bush said. "It was so cool."
According
to Wicks,
senior at the University, are
strong supporters of the Grounds for Thought is
physical book instead of the the largest used bookstore
eBook, which is why Wicks is between Columbus and Ann
Arbor with an offering of
keeping them.
"Lots of people like the 170,000 used books.
Ela has been reading a
physical book," Ela said. "It's
a novelty. And personally. I copy of "I.es Miserahles"
from Grounds for Thought
hate looking at a screen."
Hla said she's been going for three years, and she said
to Grounds for Thought for she likes to see exactly what
page she is on.
five years.
"1 like to know how far
"1 still come here all of ihe

I am, which you can't do
on an iPad or Kindle," Ela
said. "It's taking me forever
to read Les Miserahles, and
over the years it's been fun
to keep track."
Bush echoed Ela's desire
to keep track of her progress
with a book.
"I feel accomplished when
I finish a big book. I like to
look at it and know 1 read the
whole thing," Bush said.
Bush added a secret book
fascination.
"You know, I love to smell
of the pages in a book," Bush
said, laughing. "It's true!"
Traditional book readers
will never discard this media,
even though the trend is
headed in the digital direction. Whether digitization
occurs or not. Kelly is sure
Cirounds for Thought won't
go away.
"People like to cume here
to socialize, play board
games, and just people
watch. These are basic elements that won't go away
with time," Kelly said.
Kelly is excited about
two oilier projects that will
help stimulate Grounds for
Thought in the future. He

said these projects bring in
sales customers don't see.
"We have a roasting company which provides the
coffee across Bowling Green.
Everywhere from Sam B's
to the Union uses our coffee. We also ship coffee all
over the world to graduated
students who have fallen
in love with Grounds. That
helps move the company
along," Kelly said.
Kelly also has a project
that he does primarily for
fun, but it nonetheless helps
the business.
"In addition, we run a record
company. It's more for enjoyment than anything else.
Grounds for Thought gives
us the opportunity to experiment and try new things,"
Kelly said.
Despite his iPad and digital persuasion, Rosenkranz
plans to hang out at Grounds
for Thought on future Sunday
mornings.
"It's a gathering spot that
doesn't thrive on the books,"
Rosenkranz said. "Some
places are going out of business, but this place is based
on community. Grounds is
simply a great place to be."

WANT TO WORK FOR THE BG NEWS? PICK UP AN APPLICATION IN 210 WEST HAL

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011
Amenities included in many of our houses:
-

Furnished or unfurnished
Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards

-

1 and 2 car garages

-

Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

Air conditioning
Gas log fireplaces
1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases available
Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location _^^
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717
^fifc

www.greenbriarrentals.com »< ES^c.
OH
WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heal Water Cookingl > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Basic Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

APARTMENTS

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Water & Trash

> Free DVD Library

& SUMMIT TERRACE
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hours: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm

at OnioUriiVersity

University Village & University Courts
The corner of Clough and Mercer, one block from campus
One & Two Bedroom Apartments
• Generous Utility Package Included
(gas, water, sewer, trash and 77
channel cablevision)
• Flexible Leases
• Furnished Available
• Walk to Campus
• 24 hour
emergency
maintenance

?#*,
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Plan your OHIO summer today!
First session
June 20 - July 22

Second session
July 25 - August 26
everalcat

www.ohio.edu/summer

CAMPUS
Resident Student Association
hosts Pancake Bash
Students serenade fellow diners in karaoke competition for a flipcam prize

Friday. April 22.20115

FORUM

"You never know what you're going to find. It's like a little treasure hunt."
- Mosaic Consignment Studio owner Colleen Miller on the newly opened store [see story, pg. 1]
Friday. April 22.2011 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET How will you be celebrating Earth Day?
"I played 90K and

"We played catch
outside."

"I will recycle today."

repaired my ttvots."

MNMATHEY
Freshman.
Sports Management

JOSEPH FISH WICK
Freshman.
Business

JACQUELINE GfDCOM.
Sophomore.
Journalism
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Have your own take on
todays People On The
Street' Of a suggestion for

TOMMAUNTLER.
Sophomore.
Cherrisiry

a question? Give us your
feeJbaciatbgvievrt.com

Conservative values

Polls show Trump in running for 2012

discriminated against
at University

Reality television star displays characteristics Republicans seek in party nomination

For a University that celebrates diversity and openminded thinking, I have
noticed a clear discrimination against conservative values.
I first noticed this while
I was walking by Mondo
Subs and I saw a girl sitting at a table and praying
before eating. I thought to
myself "That's pretty cool
she's willing to openly pray
and express her religious
beliefs in public." Then
I thought about it again;
why was I so surprised
about this? Why is praying in public stigmatized
when there are so many
other questionable, yet
overlooked, actions that
happen on campus?
I am comfortable with
events entitled "Queer
Prom" and organizations
such as the Black Student
Union. I'm also comfortable with groups that are
solely Republican and
people who aren't afraid to
fold their hands and pray
before their meal. 1 don't
understand why everyone
can't be that way.
I noticed this trend a
second time in Olscamp
where there were fliers
for different organizations. Going along, I saw
a Democratic club poster,
then a Republican club
poster with graffiti. I have
seen similar negative
graffiti on Veritas posters
throughout the campus.
Now, you tell me, why is
it socially acceptable to
write or draw offensive
things on the Republican
and Catholic posters? I
mean, if someone is going
to offend people, they
may as well offend everyone equally.
A final experience I will
note was a discussion with
my friends. We were sharing weekend stories, many
about drunk happenings
and regrets, but when it

came to one of my friends,
she said she didn't drink.
Immediately she caught
flack. "You're not living."
"You're too high-strung."
"Why are you so lame."
These comments followed as she sunk further
into her seat.
Honestly, I don't care
if people decide to get
drunk all the time. If
they want to, then I'll
watch them! But I despise
seeing someone get ridiculed for sticking up for
their own traditions.
The phrase should be
changed from "The old
college try" to "The old
college requirement." You
have to go out of your comfort level or you're not living the college lifestyle.
When
people
are
oppressed because of their
conservative nature, I
believe that it makes them
even more conservative.
They become defensive
and feel they have to stand
up for their beliefs. Ifyou're
trying to get somebody to
try something new, don't
insult them. If you truly
believe that your idea will
be beneficial in the overall
scheme of their life, then
ease them into it. Don't
pressure them or it will
backfire. You'll likely lose a
friend. Nobody likes being
told what to do. Nobody
likes being belittled.
To celebrate diversity,
you have to celebrate all
views equally. Showcasing
the extremes is not a clear
representation of everyone. I believe that the students who have conservative traditions should not
be shunned or silenced.
Everyone at Bowling Green
State University deserves
to be accepted. Nobody
should be looked at weird
because of their faith, their
race, their political views
or their sexuality.
Equality is a characteristic amongst everyone, not
just the people who were
once previously oppressed.

Respond to Stephan at
thenews@bgnews.com

SPEAK YOUR HMD
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us For letters to the
editor
■ Email us at uSenevvs®bgnews.corn.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Columnist

The race to be the Republican
presidential candidate in 2012
is getting underway, and a
surprising potential candidate seems to be emerging
from the pack.
Recent polls show that
among likely G.O.P. primary
voters, billionaire real estate
guru and reality television
star Donald Trump is tied for
second place in the race for
the Republican nomination.
In the latest NBC News/Wall
St. Journal Poll, Trump is tied
with former Arkansas governor and current Fox News talkshow host, Mike Huckabee.
Trump and Huckabee trail
former
Massachusetts
Governor, Mitt Romney by a
small percentage.
This puts Trump in good
political company, as Romney
and Huckabee were second
and third respectively in
the 2008 campaign for the
Republican
nomination.
While Romney has long been
considered the front-runner
by most political pundits, no
other potential candidate—as
of yet, no one has officially
declared their candidacy—is
getting more media coverage
than Trump.
So is Trump a legitimate
possible candidate, or is this
all a publicity stunt by a gifted
self-promoter? For Trump the
two go hand-in-hand. "The
Donald," (as he is sometimes
referred to) cannot officially
announce his candidacy until
after his hit NBC show, "The
Celebrity Apprentice," is finished airing for the season,

ByBfahopNesh,
The Parthaon
ManhalUiiivinfty
College News Network

Like most American children usually are, I was
afraid of the dark when I
was young and trying to
sleep. You might know the
feeling, being prodded into
insomnia by waves of anxiety and you can't do anything to hold it back.
In that usual helpless manner that parents try to ease
their child's mind, my dad
would tell me to think about
baseball when I was afraid.

k

BECKY TENER, MANAGING EDrTOR
AUSSA ff N EILL, NEWS EDITOR
SEAM SHAPIRO. WEB EDITOR
JASOHHEMRY. CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCH, DESIGN EDITOR

PAUL BARNEY.SPORTS EDITOR

Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

"took their oil." When Candy
Crowley asked Trump to clarify he said, "Candy, in the old
days, when you have a war
and you win, that nation
is yours." I'm sure that the
rest of the world would
have nothing but love and
respect for us with that type
of foreign policy.
I, personally, attribute
Trump's surge in poll results
to the fact that everybody
knows who he is, and it is
still very early in the process.
I find it hard to believe that
Donald Trump could actually
win the Republican nomination for President. But as an
openly-liberal Democrat, I
do hope that Trump decides
to aggressively pursue the
nomination. Trump has a lot
of money, and so much ego
that he wouldn't think twice
about exposing the flaws and
shortcomings of the other
(legitimate) G.O.P. opponents—laying the groundwork for the Democrats in
2012. Although even as I write
this, I am reminded of the
phrase, "Be careful what you
wish for." Still, even if my conservative friends get caught
up in Trumpmania and actually give him the nomination,
I think that is as far as he goes.
I have faith that (based on
record and reputation), if the
choice is between President
Obama and Donald Trump,
the American people will
not tell the president,
"You're fired."

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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And it worked. And it still League debut with the
works. Because baseball is Brooklyn Dodgers 64 years
one of the purest sports in ago last Friday, baseball
which a man can partici- would not have the integrity
pate. There is no evil in the it proudly clings on to today.
game of baseball.
Let's take a little look into
But what if there was? alternate history to prove
What if negativity went the impact Robinson had
beyond the pseudo-hatred on the game. Had he not
of the ancient Yankees-Red had the material to become
Sox rivalry and drew bat- a World Series champion,
tle lines between players National League Rookie
based on race?
of the Year (1947), League
What if teams were sepa- MVP (1949), and six-time
rated by the color of their All-star, baseball probably
skin and not the color of would not have seen an end
their jerseys?
to segregation until the Civil
Enter Jackie Robinson: Rights Act of 1968.
Had it not been for his Major
Because he was only one

brave man playing in the
big leagues, it prevented
the massive surge of players from the Negro Leagues
flooding the MLB and
causing stirs all across the
nation's teams.
Ever seen "Friday Night
Lights"? Imagine that happening on each team, all
the way from the Seattle
Mariners to the Atlanta
Braves. It would have been a
total mess overshadowing a
golden age in baseball. Better
a gradual inception lead by
a heroic second baseman
than two colliding forces
mashing together.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP HEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

ANDREA FEHL, PHOTO EDITOR

Web site: http://www.bgview5.com

extreme opinion changes
comes on the subject of
healthcareinAmerica. In2000,
Trump considered running for
the Reform Party nomination,
and released a book of his own
policy proposals. One proposal that Trump advocated for
in his book was a single-payer,
national healthcare plan—a
system that is considered
more liberal than the healthcare plan passed by Congress,
and signed into law by the
president last year. Trump
now renounces a single-payer
system, and supports repealing Obama's healthcare legislation. This position, however,
is not unique to Trump. In fact,
the goal of repealing Obama's
healthcare bill is almost a
pre-requisite for anyone
seeking higher-office in the
Republican Party next year.
Talking tough is one of
Trump's strengths, as anyone
who has watched his reality show can attest. This may
play to his advantage during the primaries (should he
choose to run) because there
is nothing that excites the
Republican base more than
a candidate who talks a little smack—especially about
other countries. But like
most things that excite the
Republican base, this scares
me a little. Trump's potential
foreign policy could be disastrous, if his recent interviews
are any indication. In an
interview with CNN's Candy
Crowley, Trump was asked
about America's involvement
in Libya. He told her that if
he were president we would
not get involved unless we

Jackie Robinson changed the game forever with Brooklyn Dodgers debut 64 years ago

Bowling Green State University

Email: thenews^bgnewscom

though news sources this past
week have been reporting
that Trump plans to officially
announce his candidacy (or
the time and place of a press
conference in which he will
announce his candidacy) during the May 15 season finale.
Many wonder (myself
included) how a man who has
never held—or even ran for—
public office can be polling at
similar numbers as the second and third top vote getters
in the 2008 G.O.P. primaries.
The answer is that Trump has
started pandering to the Tea
Party-led, extremist-wing of
the Republican Party.
Trump has gotten a lot of
attention lately by taking up
the mantle of the so-called
birther movement. The
"Birthers," as they are known,
are a group who challenge the
validity of Obama's presidency
by questioning whether or not
President Obama is a natural-born American citizen
(only natural-bom American
citizens are constitutionally
eligible to hold the office of
president). The Birthers make
up a relatively large segment
of likely Republican primary
voters, but their cause is largely
dismissed as either conspiracy
theory or just plain old rightwing rhetoric by the majority
of the voting public. After all,
President Obama did make
public a certificate of live birth
during his 2008 presidential
campaign which shows him
to have been born in I lawaii.
Trump, in another move to
play up to the Tea Party crowd,
has changed his opinion on
several issues. One of his most

Integration greatly impacted major league baseball

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
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By Matthew Thackar

BLOGGING
Check out the spoils
btog for the latest in BG
athfetics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thcnewsQbgnews.
com with the sub|ect line marled
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and darity before printing. The
edtor may change the heaotnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG Mews
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WORLD BRIEFS
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BGNEWS
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Argentine dirty war
witness kidnapped
and released

Detainees set fire
to Australia
immigration center

US hands over
terror suspect to
Germany

TV interruption
stokes coup fears
in Thailand

Man charged with
murder of Chinese
student

NANTES, France (AP)
- French poke have exhumed five
bodies from a freshly dug grave at
a house in the northwestern city
of Nantes - believed to be a family who went missing almost three
weeks ago.

BUENOS AIRES. Argentina
(AP) - A key witness in the
suspicious death of a bishop
during Argentina's dictatorship is
alive and recovering after being
kidnapped and drugged this week,
his lawyer said Thursday.

The gruesome discoveries
began earlier Thursday when
investigators dug up a human leg
believed to belong to one of the
sons from under a porch overlooking the family's back yard.

Victor Oscar Martinez disappeared Monday and was released
late Wednesday, hours after the
president ordered all federal forces to search for him. said attorney
Gabriela Scope!

SYDNEY - Asylum seekers and other detainees at an
Australian immigration center
set fire to several buildings,
climbed onto rooftops and
hurled tiles at officials who were
scrambling Thursday to end the
chaotic protest

BERLIN-The United States
handed over to Germany
Thursday a suspected Islamic
militant whose information
provided to U.S. interrogators
in Afghanistan led authorities
across the world to issue terror
warnings for Europe last year,
prosecutors said.

BANGKOK-A brief interruption in some television broadcasts
Thursday stoked fears ol a military
coup in Thailand, where an election is expected to be called within
weeks, but the government said a
satellite glitch was the problem

TORONTO -Adisheveled
man appeared in cou't Thursday
on charges of murdering a
Chinese woman whose scuffle
with her assailant was seen on
webcam by her helpless boyfriend
back home thousands of miles
away But police were • I
ing any details about the crime nor
its motive

By evening, they had exhumed
four more bodies. Nantes public
prosecutor Xavier Ronsin said they
are believed to be those of Agnes
Dupont de Ligonnes, 49. and her
four children: Arthur. 21; Thomas,
18; Anne, 16: and Benoit. 15.

Martinez. 52. was found
wandering along a downtown
avenue, where he was able to
borrow a phone, call his wife
and get help from police officers.
Scopel explained

Bodies found at
home of missing
French family

The father, Xavier Dupont de
Ligonnes, remains unaccounted
for. the prosecutor said.
Bullet wounds were found on
the bodies. Formal identification
and the cause of death will be
determined through autopsies
planned for Friday. Ronsin added.
The entire family disappeared
without trace April 3 or 4, and
Ronsin said police are now working under the hypothesis they
were kidnapped and killed
Carcasses of the family's two
dogs were also found in the pit,
Ronsin said.
Bizarre notes and emails
obtained by the investigators have
only confused the situation.

"He was taken by people we
don't know. From what he was
able to tell his wife, he was kept
in a room. They didn't use force
on him. He was told what to say.
They gave him drugs, anti-anxiety
pills, to keep him semiconscious."
she told Radio Continental.
Scopel said Martinez was
recovering at home Thursday, still
confused and in shock, and wasn't
ready to provide more details.
President Cristina Fernandez
had ordered all federal security
forces to join the search. Security
Minister Nelda Garre confirmed
Martinez's reappearance in a
Twitter message late Wednesday.

Up to 100 people being held
at Sydney's Villawood Detention
Center were involved in the riot,
which began Wednesday night
when two detainees climbed onto
a roof, immigration officials said.
Protesters set an oxygen
cylinder alight, which led to an
explosion, and fire gutted nine
buildings - including a medical
center and dining hall. Firefighters
brought the blaze under control
early Thursday, and no one was
injured.
Around 400 people are held
at Villawood Many of them are
asylum seekers, but the facility
also houses people who have
overstayed their visas.
Some of the people involved in
the protest were asylum seekers
who had their visa applications
rejected. Immigration Minister
Chris Bowen said Officials have
not released details of the protesters' nationalities
"If they think they will be
accepted as refugees because of
this sort of protest action, they
have chosen the wrong government and the wrong minister
because that won't be happening,"
Bowen told reporters in Canberra.
Thursday, seven detainees
remained on the roof of one of
the complex's buildings, next
to a large sign that read: "We
need help."
-Kristen Gelineau (AP)

Ahmad Wall Siddiqui. a
German national of Afghan
descent, was captured by U.S.
troops in Afghanistan in July M10
and while in custody provided
details on alleged plots linked to
al-Qaida supposedly targeting
European cities
Siddiqui is accused of
belonging to a foreign terrorist
group, the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan which aims at creating an Islamic state, or caliphate,
across Central Asia.
Germany's federal prosecutors
said the 36-year-old suspect was
handed over Thursday to German
police at the US. air base in
Ramstein
Prosecutors say Siddiqui
left Germany in March 2009
to seek paramilitary training
in Pakistan's lawless border
region before fighting NATO
troops in Afghanistan, where
he was captured.
Before going to Pakistan.
Siddiqui and several other
suspects met at Hamburg's
al-Quds mosque, the prayer
house that had served as
gathering point for some of the
Sept. II attackers before they
moved to the United States to
attend flight schools in 2000.
German intelligence officials have
said. Authorities shut down the
mosque last year

A technical difficulty in
operating a ThaiCom satellite
blacked out signals for several
stations over a wide part of the
country. Songporn Komolsuradet.
an official from the Ministry of
Information and Technology, told
the TPBS TV network She said
the exact cause of the problem
was not immediately clear. The
duration of the blackout varied,
about a minute to much longer

Brian Dickson. 29. is accused

It set off jitters that a coup
might be underway, because it
seemingly confirmed widespread
speculation that the military was
set to seize power Taking control
of broadcasting outlets is a basic
coup tactic, and Thailand's politically assertive military has made
a series of truculent statements
and actions this week in a show
of strength
Military coups have been frequent in modern Thailand: 18 of
them since the 1930s
Thai politics is in a period of
high anxiety as Prime Minister
Abhisit Vejjajiva is expected to
dissolve parliament in the next
few weeks for general elections.
He said Thursday the elections
would be held as planned and he
expected the new government to
be formed in August.
-Thanyarat Doksone (AP)

of killing 23-year-old York
University student Liu Qian of
Beijing. Dickson stood before
the court in a very wrinkled white
shirt and blue |eans as a charge
of first-degree murder was read
out. He did not enter a plea. His
case was held over until April 26.
The justice of the peace imposed
a publication ban on nearly all
other details
Police only announced his
name and his age and asked
the media not to publish any
photos of Dickson. s.iymg it could
compromise the investigation
Toronto police spokesman Tony
Vella declined to elaborate on the
request further
Lius body was found Friday in
her apartment in Toronto a few
hours after her boyfriend in China
witnessed the attack, police said.
She was naked from the waist
down and there were no obvious
signs of se«ual assault or trauma
severe enough to kill her. The
autopsy was inconclusive.
Dickson was arrested
Wednesday. Police released
no motive or details al
Dickson. but one friend
described the Toronto man as
an aspiring actor
- Rob Gilhes (AP)

-Juergen Baetz (AP)

CLOTHES
From Page 1

People who choose to
bring in their unwanted
clothes for consignment can
do so at any time.
"Anytime we're open people can bring things in, they
don't need an appointment
or anything," Sample said.
"As long as their clothing is in
good condition and it's pretty
much in season, we'll put it
out on the floor usually by
the next day."
While there are no maintenance fees attached with
the consignment process,
not all clothing is eligible.
Clothes or accessories that

are torn, stained, dirty, in offered to consignors is like in a best-case scenario,
generally poor condition or the ability to track items and we're hoping that we can
completely out of season for sale on the Internet offer that," Miller said.
are not accepted by Mosaic through the consignors'
Sample agreed, and hopes
Consignment Studio.
individual accounts.
people decided to take a look
"We try to offer boutique"A really crx>l service that at their new store.
quality service," Miller said. we brought in is the fact that
"I think people should check
"It'sdifferent from a thrift store once you get a consignment it out. It's an opportunity to
in that we are able to provide account, you can track your find things that are interestthe atmosphere and the envi- items online," Miller said. ing as well as do some good
ronment that you would find "As those things sell, you can for the economy and for the
in a boutique, but also that check I hem on a daily basis to environment" Sample said.
we're able to offer the quality see what things have sold and
While they realize that
merchandise at lower prices." what things have not."
opening a business is never
Clothing that is chosen to
The store policy, the bou- easy, Miller and Cislo have
be put on the floor has 60 days tique atmosphere and the no regrets.
to sell. If it hasn't after those online tracking was all
"It's been a labor of love, we
60 days, the consignors have inspired by Miller and Cislo's find a lot of enjoyment in this,"
a week to decide to either take vision for what they would Miller said. "It's almost like
their clothes back or have want as a customer from a when somebody asks which
consignment store.
do you like better; getting a
them donated
A
convenient service
"We know what we would gift or giving a gift. It's both."
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chess comes from
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"You never know what you're going to find. It's like a little treasure hunt"
- Mosaic ComJgmtwrt Studio owner CoHeen Miller on the newly opened store [see story, pg.1]
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Conservative values
discriminated against
at University
T COLUMNIST

For a University that celebrates diversity and openminded thinking, I have
noticed a clear discrimination against conservative values.
I first noticed this while
I was walking by Mondo
Subs and 1 saw a girl sitting at a table and praying
before eating. I thought to
myself "That's pretty cool
she's willing to openly pray
and express her religious
beliefs in public." Then
I thought about it again;
why was I so surprised
about this? Why is praying in public stigmatized
when there are so many
other questionable, yet
overlooked, actions that
happen on campus?
I am comfortable with
events entitled "Queer
Prom" and organizations
such as the Black Student
Union. I'm also comfortable with groups that are
solely Republican and
people who aren't afraid to
fold their hands and pray
before their meal. I don't
understand why everyone
can't be that way.
I noticed this trend a
second time in Olscamp
where there were fliers
for different organizations. Going along, I saw
a Democratic club poster,
then a Republican club
poster with graffiti. 1 have
seen similar negative
graffiti on Veritas posters
throughout the campus.
Now, you tell me, why is
it socially acceptable to
write or draw offensive
things on the Republican
and Catholic posters? I
mean, if someone is going
to offend people, they
may as well offend everyone equally.
A final experience I will
note was a discussion with
my friends. We were sharing weekend stories, many
about drunk happenings
and regrets, but when it

came to one of my friends,
she said she didn't drink.
Immediately she caught
flack. "You're not living."
"You're too high-strung."
"Why are you so lame."
These comments followed as she sunk further
into her seat.
Honestly, I don't care
if people decide to get
drunk all the time. If
they want to, then I'll
watch them! But I despise
seeing someone get ridiculed for sticking up for
their own traditions.
The phrase should be
changed from "The old
college try" to "The old
college requirement." You
have to go out of your comfort level or you're not living the college lifestyle.
When
people
are
oppressed because of their
conservative nature, I
believe that it makes them
even more conservative.
They become defensive
and feel they have to stand
up for their beliefs. If you're
trying to get somebody to
try something new, don't
insult them. If you truly
believe that your idea will
be beneficial in the overall
scheme of their life, then
ease them into it. Don't
pressure them or it will
backfire. You'll likely lose a
friend. Nobody likes being
told what to do. Nobody
likes being belittled.
To celebrate diversity,
you have to celebrate all
views equally. Showcasing
the extremes is not a clear
representation of everyone. I believe that the students who have conservative traditions should not
be shunned or silenced.
Everyone at Bowling Green
State University deserves
to be accepted. Nobody
should be looked at weird
because of their faith, their
race, their political views
or their sexuality.
Equality is a characteristic amongst everyone, not
just the people who were
once previously oppressed.
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Polls show Trump in running for 2012
Reality television star displays characteristics Republicans seek in party nomination
■y Matthew Thacker
Columnist

The race to be the Republican
presidential candidate in 2012
is getting underway, and a
surprising potential candidate seems to be emerging
from the pack.
Recent polls show that
among likely G.O.R primary
voters, billionaire real estate
guru and reality television
star Donald Trump is tied for
second place in the race for
the Republican nomination.
In the latest NBC News/Wall
St. Journal Poll, Trump is tied
with former Arkansas governor and current Fox News talkshow host, Mike Huckabee.
Trump and Huckabee trail
former
Massachusetts
Governor, Mitt Romney by a
small percentage.
This puts Trump in good
political company, as Romney
and Huckabee were second
and third respectively in
the 2008 campaign for the
Republican
nomination.
While Romney has long been
considered the front-runner
by most political pundits, no
other potential candidate—as
of yet, no one has officially
declared their candidacy—is
getting more media coverage
than Trump.
So is Trump a legitimate
possible candidate, or is this
all a publicity stunt by a gifted
self-promoter? For Trump the
two go hand-in-hand. "The
Donald," (as he is sometimes
referred to) cannot officially
announce his candidacy until
after his hit NBC show, "The
Celebrity Apprentice," is finished airing for the season.

though news sources this past extreme opinion changes
week have been reporting comes on the subject of
that Trump plans to officially healthcare in America. In 2000,
announce his candidacy (or Trump considered running for
the time and place of a press the Reform Party nomination.
conference in which he will and released a book of his own
announce his candidacy) dur- policy proposals. One proposing the May 15 season finale.
al that Trump advocated for
Many wonder (myself in his book was a single-payer,
included) how a man who has national healthcare plan—a
never held—or even ran for— system that is considered
public office can be polling at more liberal than the healthsimilar numbers as the sec- care plan passed by Congress,
ond and third top vote getters and signed into law by the
in the 2008 G.O.P. primaries. president last year. Trump
The answer is that Trump has now renounces a single-payer
started pandering to the Tea system, and supports repealParty-led, extremist-wing of ing Obama's healthcare legisthe Republican Party.
lation. This position, however,
Trump has gotten a lot of is not unique to Trump. In fact,
attention lately by taking up the goal of repealing Obama's
the mantle of the so-called healthcare bill is almost a
birther movement. The pre-requisite for anyone
"Birthers," as they are known, seeking higher-office in the
are a group who challenge the Republican Party next year.
validity of Obama's presidency
Talking tough is one of
by questioning whether or not Trump's strengths, as anyone
President Obama is a natu- who has watched his realral-bom American citizen ity show can attest. This may
(onfy natural-bom American play to his advantage durcitizens are constitutionally ing the primaries (should he
eligible to hold the office of choose to run) because there
president). The Birthers make is nothing that excites the
up a relatively large segment Republican base more than
of likely Republican primary a candidate who talks a litvoters, but their cause is largely tle smack—especially about
dismissed as either conspiracy other countries. But like
theory or just plain old right- most things that excite the
wing rhetoric by the majority Republican base, this scares
of the voting public. After all, me a little. Trump's potential
President Obama did make foreign policy could be disaspublic a certificate of live birth trous, if his recent interviews
during his 2008 presidential are any indication. In an
campaign which shows him interview with CNN's Candy
to have been bom in Hawaii
Crourley, Trump was asked
Trump, in another move to about America's involvement
play up to the Tea Party crowd, in Libya. He told her that if
has changed his opinion on he were president we would
several issues. One of his most not get involved unless we

Jackie Robinson changed the game forever with Brooklyn Dodgers debut 64 years ago
And it worked. And it still League debut with the
works. Because baseball is Brooklyn Dodgers 64 years
one of the purest sports in ago last Friday, baseball
which a man can partici- would not have the integrity
pate. There is no evil in the it proudly clings on to today.
Like most American chil- game of baseball.
Let's take a little look into
dren usually are, I was
But what if there was? alternate history to prove
afraid of the dark when I What if negativity went the impact Robinson had
was young and trying to beyond the pseudo-hatred on the game. Had he not
sleep. You might know the of the ancient Yankees-Red had the material to become
feeling, being prodded into Sox rivalry and drew bat- a World Series champion,
insomnia by waves of anxi- tle lines between players National League Rookie
ety and you can't do any- based on race?
of the Year (1947), League
thing to hold it back.
What if teams were sepa- MVP (1949), and six-time
In that usual helpless man- rated by the color of their All-star, baseball probably
ner that parents try to ease skin and .not the color of would not have seen an end
their child's mind, my dad their jerseys?
to segregation until the Civil
would tell me to think about
Enter Jackie Robinson: Rights Act of 1968.
baseball when I was afraid.
Had it not been for his Major
Because he was only one
ByB-hopN-h.
The Pantheon
Manha University
College News Network

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

brave man playing in the
big leagues, it prevented
the massive surge of players from the Negro Leagues
flooding the MLB and
causing stirs all across the
nation's teams.
Ever seen "Friday Night
Lights"? Imagine that happening on each team, all
the way from the Seattle
Mariners to the Atlanta
Braves. It woultfftave been a
total mess overshadowing a
golden age in baseball. Better
a gradual inception lead by
a heroic second baseman
than two colliding forces
mashing together.
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"took their oil." When Candy
Crowley asked Trump to clarify he said, "Candy, in the old
days, when you have a war
and you win, that nation
is yours." I'm sure that the
rest of the world would
have nothing but love and
respect for us with that type
of foreign policy.
I, personally, attribute
Trump's surge in poll results
to the fact that everybody
knows who he is, and it is
still very early in the process.
I find it hard to believe that
Donald Trump could actually
win the Republican nomination for President. But as an
openly-liberal Democrat, I
do hope that Trump decides
to aggressively pursue the
nomination. Trump has a lot
of money, and so much ego
that he wouldn't think twice
about exposing the flaws and
shortcomings of the other
(legitimate) G.O.P. opponents—laying the groundwork for the Democrats in
2012. Although even as I write
this, I am reminded of the
phrase, "Be careful what you
wish for." Still, even if my conservative friends get caught
up in Trumpmania and actually give him the nomination,
I think that is as far as he goes.
I have faith that (based on
record and reputation), if the
choice is between President
Obama and Donald Trump,
the American people will
not tell the president,
"You're fired."
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Argentine dirty war
witness kidnapped
and released

Detainees set fire
to Australia
immigration center

US hands over
terror suspect to
Germany

TV interruption
stokes coup fears
in Thailand

Man charged with
murder of Chinese
student

NANTES, France (AP)
- French police have exhumed five
bodies from a freshly dug grave at
a house in the northwestern city
of Nantes - believed to be a family who went missing almost three
weeks ago.

BUENOS AIRES, Argentina
(AP) - A key witness in the
suspicious death of a bishop
during Argentina's dictatorship is
alive and recovering after being
kidnapped and drugged this week,
his lawyer said Thursday.

The gruesome discoveries
began earlier Thursday when
investigators dug up a human leg
believed to belong to one of the
sons from under a porch overiooking the family's back yard

Victor Oscar Martinez disappeared Monday and was released
late Wednesday, hours after the
president ordered all federal forces to search for him, said attorney
Gabriela Scope!

SYDNEY-Asylum seekers and other detainees at an
Australian immigration center
set fire to several buildings,
climbed onto rooftops and
hurled tiles at officials who were
scrambling Thursday to end the
chaotic protest.

BERLIN-The United States
handed over to Germany
Thursday a suspected Islamic
militant whose information
provided to U.S. interrogators
in Afghanistan led authorities
across the world to issue terror
warnings for Europe last year,
prosecutors said

BANGKOK-A bnef interruption in some television broadcasts
Thursday stoked fears of a military
coup in Thailand, where an election is expected to be called within
weeks, but the government said a
satellite glitch was the problem

TORONTO -Adisheveled
man appeared in court Thursday
on charges of murdering a
Chinese woman whose scuffle
with her assailant was seen on
webcam by her helpless boyfriend
back home thousands of miles
away. But police were not releasing any details about the crime nor
its motive.

By evening, they had exhumed
four more bodies. Nantes public
prosecutor Xavier Ronsin said they
are believed to be those of Agnes
Dupont de Ligonnes, 49, and her
four children: Arthur, 21; Thomas,
18;Anne,16;andBenort,B.

Martinez. 52. was found
wandering along a downtown
avenue, where he was able to
borrow a phone, call his wife
and get help from police officers,
Scopel explained.

Bodies found at
home of missing
French family

The father, Xavier Dupont de
Ligonnes, remains unaccounted
for, the prosecutor said.
Bullet wounds were found on
the bodies Formal identification
and the cause of death will be
determined through autopsies
planned for Friday, Ronsin added.
The entire family disappeared
without trace April 3 or 4, and
Ronsin said police are now working under the hypothesis they
were kidnapped and killed.
Carcasses of the family's two
dogs were also found in the pit.
Ronsin said.
Bizarre notes and emails
obtained by the investigators have
only confused the situation.

"He was taken by people we
don't know. From what he was
able to tell his wife, he was kept
in a room. They didn't use force
on him. Fie was told what to say.
They gave him drugs, anti-anxiety
pills, to keep him semiconscious,"
she told Radio Continental.
Scopel said Martinez was
recovering at home Thursday, still
confused and in shock, and wasn't
ready to provide more details.
President Cristina Fernandez
had ordered all federal security
forces to join the search. Security
Minister Nelda Garre confirmed
Martinez's reappearance in a
Twitter message late Wednesday

Up to 100 people being held
at Sydney's Villawood Detention
Center were involved in the riot,
which began Wednesday night
when two detainees climbed onto
a roof, immigration officials said.
Protesters set an oxygen
cylinder alight, which led to an
explosion, and fire gutted nine
buildings - including a medical
center and dining hall. Firefighters
brought the blaze under control
early Thursday, and no one was
injured.
Around 400 people are held
at Villawood. Many of them are
asylum seekers, but the facility
also houses people who have
overstayed their visas
Some of the people involved in
the protest were asylum seekers
who had their visa applications
rejected, Immigration Minister
Chris Bowen said. Officials have
not released details of the protesters' nationalities.
'If they think they will be
accepted as refugees because of
this sort of protest action, they
have chosen the wrong government and the wrong minister
because that won't be happening,"
Bowen told reporters in Canberra
Thursday, seven detainees
remained on the roof of one of
the complex's buildings, next
to a large sign that read: "We
need help"
-Kristen Gelineau (AP)

Ahmad Wali Siddiqui, a
German national of Afghan
descent, was captured by U.S.
troops in Afghanistan in July 2010
and while in custody provided
details on alleged plots linked to
al-Oaida supposedly targeting
European cities.
Siddiqui is accused of
belonging to a foreign terrorist
group, the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan which aims at creating an Islamic state, or caliphate,
across Central Asia.
Germany's federal prosecutors
said the 36-year-old suspect was
handed over Thursday to German
police at the US. air base in
Ramstein
Prosecutors say Siddiqui
left Germany in March 2009
to seek paramilitary training
in Pakistan's lawless border
region before fighting NATO
troops in Afghanistan, where
he was captured.
Before going to Pakistan,
Siddiqui and several other
suspects met at Hamburg's
al-Quds mosque, the prayer
house that had served as
gathering point for some of the
Sept 11 attackers before they
moved to the United States to
attend flight schools in 2000,
German intelligence officials have
said. Authorities shut down the
mosque last year

A technical difficulty in
operating a ThaiCom satellite
blacked out signals for several
stations over a wide part of the
country, Songporn Komolsuradet.
an official from the Ministry of
Information and Technology, told
the TPBS TV network. She said
the exact cause of the problem
was not immediately clear. The
duration of the blackout varied,
about a minute to much longer
It set off jitters that a coup
might be underway, because it
seemingly confirmed widespread
speculation that the military was
set to seize power. Taking control
of broadcasting outlets is a basic
coup tactic, and Thailand's politically assertive military has made
a series of truculent statements
and actions this week in a show
of strength.
Military coups have been frequent in modern Thailand: 18 of
them since the 1950s.
Thai politics is in a period of
high anxiety as Prime Minister
Abhisit Vejjajiva is expected to
dissolve pariiament in the next
few weeks for general elections
He said Thursday the elections
would be held as planned and he
expected the new government to
be formed in August.
-Thanyarat Doksone (AP)

Brian Dickson. 29. is accused
of killing 23-year-old York
University student Liu Qian of
Beijing. Dickson stood before
the court in a very wrinkled white
shirt and blue jeans as a charge
of first-degree murder was read
out. He did not enter a plea His
case was held over until April 26.
The justice of the peace imposed
a publication ban on nearly all
other details.
Police only announced his
name and his age and asked
the media not to publish any
photos of Dickson. saying it could
compromise the investigation.
Toronto police spokesman Tony
Vella declined to elaborate on the
request further
Liu's body was found Friday in
her apartment in Toronto a few
hours after her boyfriend in China
witnessed the attack, police said
She was naked from the waist
down and there were no obvious
signs of sexual assault or trauma
severe enough to kill her. The
autopsy was inconclusive.
Dickson was arrested
Wednesday Police released
no motive or details about
Dickson. but one friend
described the Toronto man as
an aspiring actor.
- Rob Gillies (AP)

-Juergen Baetz (AP)

CLOTHES
From Page 1

People who choose to
bring in their unwanted
clothes for consignment can
do so at any time.
"Anytime we're open people can bring things in, they
don't need an appointment
or anything," Sample said.
"As long as their clothing is in
good condition and it's pretty
much in season, we'll put it
out on the floor usually by
the next day."
While there are no maintenance fees attached with
the consignment process,
not all clothing is eligible.
Clothes or accessories that

are torn, stained, dirty, in offered to consignors is
generally poor condition or the ability to track items
completely out of season for sale on the Internet
are not accepted by Mosaic through the consignors'
Consignment Studio.
individual accounts.
"We try to offer boutique"A really cool service that
quality service," Miller said. we brought in is the fact that
"It'sdiiferentfromathrift store once you get a consignment
in that we are able to provide account, you can track your
the atmosphere and the envi- items online," Miller said.
ronment that you would find "As those things sell, you can
in a boutique, but also that check them on a daily basis to
we're able to offer the quality see what things have sold and
merchandise at lower prices." what things have not."
Clothing that is chosen to
The store policy, the boube put on the floor has 60 days tique atmosphere and the
to sell. If it hasn't after those online tracking was all
60 days, the consignors have inspired by Miller and Oslo's
a week to decide to either take vision for what they would
their clothes back or have want as a customer from a
consignment store.
them donated
A convenient service
"We know what we would

CHECKOUT

like in a best-case scenario,
and we're hoping that we can
offer that," Miller said.
Sample agreed, and hopes
people decided to take a look
at their new store.
"I think people should check
it out. It's an opportunity to
find things that are interesting as well as do some good
for the economy and for the
environment," Sample said.
While they realize that
opening a business is never
easy, Miller and Cislo have
no regrets.
"It's been a labor of love, we
find a lot of enjoyment in this,"
Miller said. "It's almost like
when somebody asks which
do you like better; getting a
gift or giving a gift. It's both."
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.
The word
"Checkmate" in
chess comes from
the Persian phrase
"Shah Mat", which
means "the king
is dead".

"Our student renters are
like family to us. When
they have issues or
needs, we work quickly
to resolve them"

Quality Service
Quality Housing
Successfully Serving
BGSU Students Since 1978.
HONEST, FRIENDLY & TRUSTWORTHY
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Falcons host the Bobcats
Trailing Kent State by two games in the MAC East, BG
looks to gain ground against in-state rival Ohio
position early after a consecutive
single and a double.
Senior tri-captain Frank Berry
A big win against the Big Ten's and freshman Alex Davison folOhio State Buckeyes may have lowed with RBI singles, bringing in
given the Falcons a confidence two runs.
Every BG player recorded a hit
boost as they take on Ohio
except tri-captain Jon Berti. Three
University this weekend.
Redshirt junior Matt Malewitz Falcons had multiple hits, and Berry
stood on the mound for six solid and sophomore Matt Pitzulo had
innings, holding the Buckeyes to two hits and two RBls.
Schmitz said the Falcons will conthree runs off five hits, striking out
tinue with their normal routine for
four and walking one.
Head coach Danny Schmitz said their upcoming series.
"I'm a big believer in the three
the team executed the three phases
of the game very well and Malewitz phases," Schmitz said. "I want to
have a good, crisp practice."
had a strong outing.
There are still some Falcons out of
"It's a big win anytime you face
a Big Ten opponent," Schmitz commission.
Schmitzsaid thcyaregoingto take
said. "And when you beat them,
a look at freshman Logan Walker
it's huge."
Along with Malewitz, the BG today and assess where he stands.
Andrew Kuns, who is still nursing
bullpen proved successful by
holding OSU to just one run off an ankle injury from the spring trip,
one hit. Senior Charles Woolen is starting workout but is still limited,
allowed the hit, while sopho- according to Schmitz.
Lastly, freshman Brandon Howard
more Nick Bruns and freshman Ben Singer pitched for two will be looked at by a doctor, and
consecutive perfect innings to Schmitz said hopefully they will
give him some clearance.
close the game.
Schmitz is going with his
Gaining a strikeout against the
Buckeyes puts Singer at 11 straight main three pitchers to take on
Ohio University.
outings with a strikeout.
Sophomore Cody Apthorpe will
The Falcons scored five runs on 11
look to set the tone for the scries by
hits in the game.
Senior captain Clay Duncan taking the mound Friday, followed
came up with a leadoff double in by Bruns Saturday, and closing the
fourth after the Falcons had a two- series will be Wooten Sunday.
"We have to take it one day at a
run third inning. Duncan moved to
third on a sac bunt and scored two time, and just focus on game one," ^
Schmitz said.
hatters later.
The Falcons are scheduled to
The bottom of the BG lineup
stepped up to the plate in the sixth start their series today at Steller
field against the Bobcats. I he
inning and Capitalized,
lunior Patrick Martin and fresh- first pitch will take place at 3 p.m.,
TOSS: Koss Gerdeman throws a pitch last Sunday against Toledo
man Jeremy Shay were in scoring weather permitting.
By Michel* Wyioclci
Reporter
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Men's golf to play
in Boilermaker
Invitational at Purdue
By Brendan Packart

"Our team has a never

Reporter

NATEFIF.KONICH
DRIVE: Matisa Glew hits her lee shot during the Falcon Invitational last weekend

Falcons head for MAC Championships
By Ry.in Salkowlak
Assistant Sports Editor

She will be joined in the lineup by Lauren Glew, Marisa Glew,
Amy Ruthenberg and Paula
I unking to cap off a strong spring DiFrancesco, who replaces.Kelsey
season, the BG women's golf team Benson in the lineup.
will head to Nashport, Ohio this
"IMaking the lineup I is both good
weekend for the Mid-American and bad for a coach, because we
Conference Championships.
have so much depth that any of
Four of the five golfers who com- those seven girls are competing for
peted as a team last weekend at the that spot," said coach Stephanie
Dolores Black Falcons Invitational Young. "But we were looking to
will once again be in the lineup bring some muscle to that back end
this weekend for BG. Bailey Arnold and we had some competition (for
will once again serve as the team's the last spotJ."
No. 1 golfer.
The Falcons are coming off back-

FACEBOOK

to-back strong performances. They
finished eighth out of 13 teams at
the EKU l.ady Colonel Classic, and
sixth out of 13 teams at the Falcons
Invitational.
"We've got a lot of momentum;
EKU was great for us, and this past
weekend we kept that going strong,"
Young said. "We're kicking at the
right time."
Arnold has exemplified that success for BG, finishing tied for sevSee WOMEN | Page 7

TWITTER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Become a fan of the BG News sports
department on Facebook. Log on to

After last week's impressive second
place comeback finish, the men's
golf team will look to continue riding their wave of confidence into
Purdue's Boilermaker Invitational
this weekend.
The Falcons will field a five-man
team with an additional golfer
playing as an individual.
Coach Garry Winger chose to
play Drew Preston, Parker Hewit.
Wes Gates, Charlie Olson, Torey
Brummett and Chris Melvin.
Melvin is added back into the
team lineup after sitting out last
weekend's tournament. Melvin
spent this past week working on
his mechanics and his hard work
seemed to pay off.
"Chris has been an important
part of the team all year, he's
been struggling of late, but he
showed he's ready to play again,"
Winger said.
Unlike last week's tournament,
where the Falcons were able to
play six golfers on the team but
only count five score, this week the
Falcons will have a five-man team,
and the sixth golfer will participate
as an individual. Winger has yet to
decide who will play in the tourna-

TENNIS

give up attitude. Even
in the cold and rain
they keep battling
for 54 holes."
Gary Winger | BG coach

ment as the individual or who will
be the fifth member of the team.
"We are supposed to get horrid weather this weekend, and I
wanted to see how the guys do
in the practice round to see who
would be the individual, but we
might not even practice on Friday,"
Winger said.
The Falcons have endured a
bad stretch of tournaments playing in undesirable weather, but
Winger says the cold weather and
rain have actually made his team
play better.
"Our team has a never give up
attitude," Winger said. "Even in the
cold and rain they keep battling for
54 holes."
The Falcons will face one of
SeeMEH|Pane7

VOLLEYBALL

Falcons dose regular season

Van DeWalle to retire after season

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter. Follow us

The BG terns team w! dose its regular season

BG volleyball coach Denise Van De Wale has

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

this weekend with a match at Northern Inots.

announced that she w! retire following the 2011

your account and search *BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

The Fataxis are looking to extend their winning

season. In 28 seasons, she is the winningest coach

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewsjports

streak to three games

in MAC history with 508 wns.
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BACKSWING: Bailey Arnold watches her tee shot go during last weekend's Fakon
Invitational.

Throw the runner out

TV1ER STABILE I IHLBGNEWS
GUNNED DOWN: Jon Bern thiows to first base last Sunday against Toledo
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APARTMENTS

i Apartments Available •
* Semester Leases •
■ Minutes from BGSUs

Our eyes are

• Pet friendly community *

always the same
size from birth,
but our nose and
ears never stop
growing.

* Heat included #

CALL FOR SPECIALS!

■.orated at:
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WILLOW
HOUSE
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Willow House Apts.
830 4"' St.
•1 Bedroom*
•1 Bath*
•Dishwasher*
•Garbage Disposal*
•Air Conditioning•Free Off Street Parking-

pete in that tournament.
The Falcons finished ninth
out of 10 teams.
From Page 6
"I think that the first time
enth at BKU with a 10-over up there we were just trying
226, and tied for 16th at (he to learn, and that the second
Falcon Invitational with an time around we will be more
prepared," Young said.
11-over 83.
Susy Cirunden, who transRuthenberg
equaled
Arnold's score at the Falcons ferred earlier this season, led
Invitational, while she tied the Falcons that weekend,
hr 37th at BKU.
finishing tied for sixth with a
Last season, the Falcons 10-over 154,
Lauren Glew also had a
finished eighth place (out
of nine teams) at the MAC strong tournament, finishChampionships.
ing tied for 15lh with an
Marisa Glew, Lauren 18-over 162.
Kent State has dominated
i.Iris and Ruthenberg
are the only members of the MAC Championships,
the lineup who compet- winning all 12 that have
ed in last season's MAC been played. The Golden
Championships. However, Flashes have also won 10 of
the Falcons played at the 12 individual champil ongaberget Golf club, onships. The Falcons' highwhere the tournament will est team finish at the MAC
take place, earlier this sea- Championships is fifth.
The event is scheduled
son in the MAC Preview.
However, Arnold and to take place all day today,
DiFrancesco did not com- Saturday and Sunday.

MEN

From Page 6

the smallest fields this
week, with roughly only
10 teams competing at the
Boiler maker Invitational.
Host Purdue is ranked
53rd in the county by
golfweek.com, and Idaho,
who the Falcons have yet
to MT this year, is ranked
70th in the country. MidAmerican
Conference
rivals Northern Illinois
and Ohio are expected to
be at the tournament, but
even Winger is unsure.
"Toward the end of the
year a lot of roaches drop
or add different tournaments depending on how
good a team is playing."
Winger said. "This tournament didn't look this small
when 1 got the Invitation to
it in the fall."
The Flacons will be playing on Purdue's Kampen

inVYWOODAPTS..!
StUdios/l rklrni

SiW iiucptiitg tippliaitioih lot
SPRING/SUMMER
LEASES 2011
Sign one >car lease. Eel half I
of I 'month's rent FREE!
•NearBGSU
•Private patio/entrance
•Extra storage
•Pels welcome
* •Short-term leases available

Course, a par 72 course
that is considered one of
the hardest golf courses
in Indiana.
"It's a much longer course
than we are used to playing, and it can really stretch
your shots," Winger said.
"Overall it s a difficult course
and if you throw in some
weather, the course can be
a huge challenge."
The Falcons only have a
limited amount of experience playing at the Kampen
course. Two seasons ago,
Preston and Hewit played
the course for the Falcons,
and Melvin played the
course when he was in
high school.
"It's all about a players
comfort level," Winger said.
"If you've played there
before then you can be
more comfortable."
This is the Falcons last
tournament before the
MAC
Championships,
starting April 29.
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To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
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- Free Internet Access
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Applications are available in
210 or 204 West Hall.
Interviews will begin week of April 18.
Return completed application and please
sign up for an interview time at 210 West Hall.
Questions or further information?
Contact The BG News at thenews@bgnews.com

GET THE PULSE EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

THE PULSE

The Pulse section can be found on Facebook.
Readers can now become fans and get regular
entertainment news.
Fnday. April 22.2011 8

GOING GLOBAL IN BG
The University s planetarium to sponsor events all weekend

CampMad By M»« Fifty
Puke Reporter

This weekend, students, faculty and
community members can celebrate
the 41st Earth Day at the University's
planetarium. Visitors can see any of the
three presentations showing at the planetarium from Friday through Sunday.

Worlds in Your Wallet- Friday, April
22
You might expect to see a president on a
dollar bill, but there is more than meets
the eye. The show, "Worlds in Your Wallet,"
examines the astronomers, physicists,
biologists and mathematicians who are
honored on currency from around the
world. The show will take a broader look at
science through looking at money and the
tools of each scientist's trade.

The Little Star That Could-Saturday,
April 23
Something different from Just a twinkling
star, "The Little Star That Could" follows
the story of a yellow star that goes In •
search of planets. Along the way the star
will meet an array of other colorful stars
and a "family" of planets.

The Seabird Show- Sunday April 24
"The Seabird Show" has been running at
the planetarium for 18 years. The show
focuses on seabirds from the islands where
they live to the sea where they spend a
majority of the their time. Viewers will also
follow a puffin for a year In the life of a
seabird.

Earth fry fa*
-Over 200 n*on people in over 140 countries celebrate Earth
D^emy April 22
-founded to 1970 as a diry to educate people about
emironmencJ issues
-Th»*» far Eatfi Day «s inspired by mttVittnxn Vfar
protesters
-Wacom* Mrutor Giykyd Nelson proposed the idea to
Cawioint969
-Him origjraly Wended Earth Day «o be a grassroots political
mowment rather than )ust an envronmental holiday
-Earth Day bec-ne a global holiday in 1990
Sourer Historycharmelxom

Snoop Dogg drinks it like it's hot

Celebrate Earth
Day, eat local
AMANDA MeWM
RZICZNEK

PULSE C0LUMN6T
"Eat your greens!"
Luckily, my mom never had to
shake her finger at my plate. I've
always been a healthy eater. And as
I get older, my eating habits have
become even healthier — for my
family and the environment.
Food is an intricate part of our ecosystem; essentially, it's the core of
the life cycle for all living creatures.
But it's not "green" (or healthy) to
eat factory-farmed, corn-fed meats
and pesticide-sprayed produce from
abroad. The inhumane treatment
of animals, the enormous carbon
emissions from concentrated animal
feeding operations and the deadly
risk of salmonella poisoning negatively impact the environment and
our health as a nation.
While most consumers consider
vegetarianism as the most viable,
eco-friendly solution, I propose a
different one.
Eat local If you know your fanner,
you know your food. It's that simple.
Even simpler, we live in community
rich with local farmers who care
about their products and the people
who eat them.
"1 just want to provide healthier,
more humane products for the people," said Lindsay Graham of Omega
Meats in Grand Rapids. After 30 years
of organic farming, Graham revised
his farming practices after learning
about the benefits of pastured animals and grass-fed beef
"People need omega 3 fatty acids
and I want to meet those needs
in the most sustainable ways possible," he said.
To make local meats even more
available and convenient for buyers,
Graham is offering a BG Buyers Club.
For a $15 annual fee and small delivery fee, Graham has created an "oldfashioned delivery system."
"People can choose from a vari-

Rapper's attempt at marketing new alcoholic beverage gets poor reception

ety of products, order online and I'll
bring the order right to their front
porches twice a month," Graham
said.
How's that for local?
General studies writing instructor
and home cook Sarah Lenz wrote a
recent post about Omega Meats on
her food blog "Prose and Potatoes."
"I took a tour of Graham Farms, the
home of Omega Meats just outside
of Grand Rapids, Ohio," Lenz said.
"Lindsay Graham is the best kind of
farmer small and sustainable. His
farming methods are good for the
animal good for the land, air and
water, good for the workers that produce it and especially good for the
people that eat his meat."
Like Lenz. I've found the relationships I've fostered with farmers give my food a face. There are
plenty of local farmers fighting the
good fight. Luginbill Family Farm
in Pandora is tirelessly dedicated to
sustainable, pasture-based farming
practices and offer exceptional tasting beef, chicken, lamb, pork and
eggs, all of which are available at
the Perrysburg Farmers Market or
through online orders. (And for dessert, pick up cupcakes from Rebecca
Luginbill; they rival any cupcake
boutique's flavor profiles.)
Other fantastic local gardeners and cheese makers, such as
Homestead Gardens in Grand
Rapids and Canal lunction
Farmstead Cheese in Defiance, are
willing to answer any questions
about their products, farming practices and food philosophies. Local
farmers want people to know about
the food they are producing.
Many of these farmers you can
meet face-to-face at area farmers markets or you can easily visit
their farms and see firsthand that
the animals are not only eating
their greens but also they are living very green lives.
See, eating meat can be ecofriendfy.
See FOOD | Page 10

Rapper Snoop Dogg joins ranks
with Ludacris, P. Diddy and Jay-Z
as he steps into the alcoholic beverage game, but the product that
he is promoting comes with a little
extra controversy.
Blast is an alcoholic drink which
contains 12 percent alcohol in a 23.5

ounce can. It comes in four fruity drink," said registered dietitian
flavors and a brightly colored can. Staci Freeworth. "The underage
market is very lucrative, Igrossing
Doesn't this sound familiar?
Of course it does. This product aboutl $10 million a year. They have
is essentially Pabst and Colt .45's cool names and come in brightly
colored cans and are marketed to a
attempt at Four Loko.
Even though the product con- younger crowd."
Also, Pabst put Snoop Dogg, a
tains no caffeine, due to a recent
ban of such products, people are popular culture icon, as its figure
still finding the tasty product dis- head. Mr. Dogg recently appeared
tasteful. For starters, the market- on Nickelodeon show "Big Time
ing campaign seems to be targeting Rush" and on the teenage boy
underage drinkers.
"I feel these 'alcopops' are a clear
See REED | Page 10
ploy to entice younger people to
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WHAT GEOFF BURNS THINKS:

WHAT ZACHGASE THINKS:

Since the recent break up of The White Stripes,

The Foo Fighters is a band I've always been

HTTJ»iWJrtAr*a.COM/

WHAT JONATHAN KEILHOLZ THINKS:
Any movie tagged with the No 4 is rarely

it's hard to tell when the next bluesy-indie/rock

interested in. but have never actually took

duo band will take their place This isn't some

the time to listen to a full album from them

"Saw IV" received a 17 percent critic average from

goal of any sort for The Kills, but the girl/boy
two-piece shows that anything is possible with-

I had no real reason not to. I think Nirvana

RottenTomatoes com 'Halloween 4: The Return

alumnus. Dave Grohl is a great leadman. and

of Michael Myeis' averaged a mere 23 percent

out realizing it

I've always been a fan of their singles. I think

on the same website Even "Rocky IV" followed

Lead vocalist Alison Mosshart (previously from

the reason I've always put off listening to an

this trend with a mediocre 44 percent consensus

The Dead Weather formed by Jack White), and

entire Foo Fighters album is my disdain for

Perhaps the only positively rated him with a "4"

guitarist Jamie Hince (formerly of Scarfo and

pop rock.

attached is 'Star Wars; Episode IV". which - as

Blyth Power) combine both of their influences

Sure it's petty and unfair, especially for legiti-

you probably know - was the first film produced
in the series.

worthwhile

into this record

mately good bands like Foo Fighters and the

The album opener. "Future Starts Slow" showcas-

Red Hot Chili Peppers, but I've avoided pop

So when film director Wes Craven announced

es grunge-like drum beats as Mince rocks guitar

rock like the plague for much of the past

"Scream 4" in 2010. most critics and fans rolled

chords that sound like he just walked through
death row and survived.

decade
The Foo Fighters recorded their sev-

Concerns weren't Just in 2010. At one time, even

The record demonstrates how Mosshart can

enth album, "Wasting Light" in Grohl s

lead actress Neve Campbell (who portrays

actually sing her lungs out. Namely, in the

garage, and it is indicative in their less

song "Satellite."

polished sound.

Sidney Prescott) was worried about releasing a
fourth installment

One song that stands out in 'Blood Pressures" is
the song. "Wild Charms." The duo put this song

Lead single. "Rope." like Grohl and company's past hit singles, is an excellent song with

right in the middle of the record for a reason. It's

heavy guitar riffs and a great sing-along

said to iVillage Entertainment. 'But I think

an interlude with Hince both singing and playing

hook: "Give me some rope I'm coming loose.

because enough time has gone by. it feels nos-

piano It's very slowed down and short, hinting

I'm hanging on you / Give me some rope I'm

that the duo does have a soft side.

coming loose. I'm pulling for you now"

Campbell was right. Enough time has passed.

In songs like "You Don't Own the Road" and

The Foo Fighters don't do anything too
complicated on their latest record, but their

The genius of Craven is all about balancing real

execution of simple pop songs is flawless.
"Dear Rosemary" and "Back and Forth" are

accomplishes. The film does what its predecessor
couldn't "Scream 3" leaned too heavily on fnght.

"Pots and Pans." it's hard to focus on Mosshart's
lyrics and vocals because the listener is much too
hypnotized by Hince's raunchy guitar riffs and

their eyes and prepared for the worst.

"Had we made another one back then people
might not have been that interested." Campbell

talgic for people"

terror with satire, which "Scream 4" effectively

distorted melodies These two songs are very dark

potential chart-toppers and sound like songs

missing out on the funny

sounding and influential in proving that The Kills

I grew up listening to in the 1990s

Craven's satirical sentiment is evident before

have changed

"Alandria" would undoubtedly be a chart-top-

There isn't one passable moment throughout the

the opening title. The blood-spattenng parody
leaves long-time "Scream" fans gasping, gagging

album The band mixes up their songs with piano,

per if it were released IS years ago, with
another one of Grohl's bodacious choruses

harmonies, heavy guitars and unique lyrics

"Wasting Light" is a clean listen with very few

this time, with the funny bone

"Blood Pressures" is a record that I can see Jack

tracks that are skip-worthy. "White Limo" is

Leading lady Sidney Prescott has written a best-

and grinning. They know Ghostface is back. And

White air strumming to. It has everything from
slowed down piano songs to dark, upbeat crazy

See WASTING | Page 10

See SCREAM | Page 10

guitar riffs

THIS WEEKEND IN BOWLING GREEN

THEY SAID IT

Movie showtimes for the Woodland Hall Cinema 5 theater
fafa
Rated PG-13,1 hour and
50 minutes
1:45,425.7:10. «5

Hop
Rated PG,1 hour and 50
minutes
2:15.450.735,10

Rio5D
Rated G.1 hour and 56
minutes
2:10,4:40.7:15. W5

Scream4
Rated R. I hour and 45
minutes
1:55.430.725,1005

Water For Elephants
Rated PG-15,2 hours
1-30.4-20,705,950

"I take a three-minute
shower. I even brush my
teeth while in the shower."
- Jennifer Aniston
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* Lrg 3 & 4 BR apis. $650 & up
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St. Call 216-337-6010.

3BR apt, available immediately!
close lo campus! $5007mo
Call 419-308-2458.

1 A 2 Bedroom Apartment*
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Waterl
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www. varsitysquareapts. com

3BR house, $600/mo t utilities.
404 S. College, available August
Call 419-352-4850
3BR upper duplex, 837 3rd SI.
1.5 baths. W/D. central A/C.
Now $750 for May lease,
call 419-352-8917.

1 bed/bath, avail. May/Aug,
$360/mo +gas/elec, 2 blocks from
dwtwn BG, call 419-601-0722.

4 BR house, 1 bath. W/D,
S. Summit St. $795/mo + utlls,
Avail Aug 7th. call 419-866-9281.

1 BR apt. close to campus,
$395/mo + electric, pet friendly.
Call 419-708-9981

Services Offered
Ben Franklin offers
UPS Shipping1
Boxes, packing & pickup available
Prices vary, call 419-352-3389.

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville.
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239

1 BR upper apt. A/C. avail. Aug
S. Summit. 12 month lease.
$350/mo+ util, call 419-866-9281.

426 E Wooster. 3 bedroom,
$750/mo, avail August 2011
Call 419-352-5882

1 room effic, shared bath,
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15, 2011,
Call 419-601-3225.

Help Wanted
IBARTENDINGi up to $300/day.
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Established independent insurance agency Is seeking an insurance customer service representative to join our successful team.
We are in need of an enthusiastic
candidate to provide outstanding
service to our customers and to
assist in growth of the agency. Insurance licensed a plus. Must be
professional, intelligent, positive
attitude, self starter, honest, reliable, and confident and out going.
Salary plus benefits.
Please forward resume to:
piniobs@hotmail.com
Need cleaning people for
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11.
Call 419-353-0325
Sitter needed in Luckey M-F, 8-5
for 16-mth-old boy. Call Pam
at 419-575-5570 for details

6 BR house. 916 Third St,
Avail Aug 1, W/D, close lo
campus. $1500/mo. Free parking.
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent.com

1, 2 & 3 BR apts on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

Avail August 2011. 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
606 5th St - $750/mo.
118ClaySt-$875/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterprlse-$500.
28R apt -112 Ridge - $325/mo.
Call 419-308-2458 for more into.

1, 2 &3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S. Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Olficeopen11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com
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House w/ 3 seperate 1 BR units,
all avail in June, $450/mo + elec
All w sep. entrnc. 419-654-5716.
HUGE, nice 6BR, zoned for 6,
2 baths, avail May. MUST SEE'
$t675/mo, call 419-353-0326.

130-134 Liberty St-1 & 2BR.
$425-$600/mo -tgas/elec. DAM
Newly updated, great location,
available In June & Aug.
www.bghighlandmgml.com
Call 419-354-6036.

NEW REDUCED RENT!
Houses 1 block from BGSU,
239 Manville - $690/mo.
227 S. College - $690/mo.
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman.
www.lroboserentals.com

1 BR - 332 E. Court St,
All utilities included in rent,
S435S450 per month,
Call 419-352-8917

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!. Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S. Main Si. BG
419-352-5620

2 BR apt. half block from BGSU,
$550/mo. elec & gas incl. unfurn.
Avail. 5/15/11, call 419-601-3108.
3 BR apts and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th & 5th St.
Avail May S August 2011.
Pels welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

Nice 1BR. near campus,
Avail August 2011, $425/mo,
Call 419-352-5882.
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Chase, as a fty
Comme ci, comme ca
Whaler's rear end
"__ Fly With Me": Sinatra standard
Swan's "Swan Lake'' wear
Hawk's home
Boo-boo. in tot talk
Grassland burrower
"Hungarian Rhapsodies" composer Franz
u
My _!■
Mojave lizard
Boulevard, e.g.
Comical Coca
"You betcha!"
Bad doings
Soft drink suffix
Flippered ocean critter
Jack Homer's last words
Zoom or macro
Orange-and-black-winged butterflies
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1 Chew out
2 Canadian comic Mandel
3 Not quite right
4 OW coots
5 "The Racer's Edge"
6 "...
dally bread"
7 College football immortal
Amos Alonzo
8 "Yes, yes. Ftft"
9 Verbally refused
10 Like most adolescents
11 Earth in Germany
12 60-Across habitats.
43 Almost boils
to Jose
45 Hair-raising product?
13 Strips in a photo lab 47 Like some sandpaper
19 Wander
48 Continental coin
21 Cinq moms deux
49 Tattletale
24 Container weight
52 "Paper Moon" Oscar
25 Gray matter creation
winner O'Neal
28 Flood emergency op 53 Nostalgic record
29 Gp. that funds psychi- 54 Ring-shaped reef
atric drug testing
55 Fairy stones
30 "Boola Boola" singers 56 Torah holders
31 "Boola Boola" uni57 Smoking or dnnkmg,
versity
some say
32 Paradise
■ Almighty": 2007
33 Email status
film
34 "Slippery" tree
That, m Toledo
38 Kansas city
62 Fast-spinning meas.
39 R.E.M.s "The _,
Love"
40 Au pair

46
50
51
56

Dangles a carrot in front of
Jay with jokes
Sure-footed Rockies denizen
Prayer set to music by
Schubert and Gounod
59 1945 conference site
60 Playful swimmer
63 Object of worship
64 Some '80s Chryslers
65 Crescent's tip
66 It flows through Egypt
67 Feel intuitively
68 AMA concerns
69 Slippery fish
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Shamrock Storage
Many sizes. Near BGSU.
ShamrockBG.com 419-354-0070
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Southside Storage. 993 S Main,
has units available for summer!
419-353-8206, llterentals.com

Spam going faM for fall 2011
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1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

private ihultle to campus + teiort-vtyle amenities + fully furnished + individual leases

419-353-5800

3 Bedroom Townhouses/Homes/Apts.
Only a Few Left

T H t

ENCLAVE
APPLY ONLINE @ BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM
Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com
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The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd
S365-S395/mo + elec.
1BR apts avail, newly updated
laundry on site, great location.
www Dynighiandrngmt com
Call 419-354-6036
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Subleaser needed, 220 Court St
May to July 31st, $260/mo util incl
Lrg studio, 419-438-3953.
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Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starting at $425, incls all
util, cable. WiFi.cats allowed. Call
354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com
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Room for rent, S. College.
$350/mo. utlls incl newly
remodeied'Call 419-708-9981
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11-12 houses remain, apts/etlic.
all next to campus. 419-353-0325
CartyRentals.com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.

For Sale
"The following Mobile Home will
be offered at Public sale on
May 5th. 2011,9:00AM.
at 27484 Oregon Rd, Lot 257,
Penysburg, OH 43551'"
2000 Patriot, 2 x 60
Serial* PA1208
Minimum Bid $24000
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THE PULSE
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GET THE PULSE EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK

The Pulse section can be found on Facebook.
Readers can now become fans and get regular
entertainment news.
Friday. Apnl 22.20)1 8

GOING GLOBAL IN BG
The University s planetarium to sponsor events all weekend

Compll.d By Max Filby
Pulse Reporter

This weekend, students, faculty and
community members can celebrate
the 41st Earth Day at the University's
planetarium. Visitors can see any of the
three presentations showing at the planetarium from Friday through Sunday.

Worlds in Your Wallet— Friday, April
22
You might expect to see a president on a
dollar bill, but there is more than meets
the eye. The show, "Worlds in Your Wallet,"
examines the astronomers, physicists,
biologists and mathematicians who are
honored on currency from around the
world. The show will take a broader look at
science through looking at money and the
tools of each scientist's trade.

The Little Star That Could— Saturday,
April 23
Something different from just a twinkling
star, "The LittJe Star That Could" follows
the story of a yellow star that goes in
search of planets. Along the way the star
will meet an array of other colorful stars
and a "family" of planets.

Hi

The Seabird Show— Sunday April 24
"The Seabird Show" has been running at
the planetarium for 18 years. The show
focuses on seabirds from the islands where
they live to the sea where they spend a
majority of the their time. Viewers will also
follow a puffin for a year in the life of a
seabird.

Earth Day facts
-Over 200 m*on people in over 140 countries celebrate Earth
Day every Apnl 22
-Founded in 1970 as a day to educate people about
environmental issue
-The idea for Earth Day was inspired by arrfrVwrnam War
protesters
-Wisconsin senator Gaylord Nelson proposed the idea to

CMMMM
-Nelson originally intended Earth Day to be a grassroots political
movement rather than just an environmental holiday
-Earth Day became a global holiday in 1990

•%mmHmmi*mmbm

Snoop Dogg drinks it like it's hot

Celebrate Earth
Day, eat local
AMANDA McGUIRE
RZICZNEK

"Eat your greens!''
Luckily, my mom never had to
shake her finger at my plate. I've
always been a healthy eater. And as
I get older, my eating habits have
become even healthier — for my
family and the environment.
Food is an intricate part of our ecosystem; essentially, it's the core of
the life cycle for all living creatures.
But it's not "green" (or healthy) to
eat factory-fanned, com-fed meals
and pesticide-sprayed produce from
abroad. The inhumane treatment
of animals, the enormous carbon
emissions from concentrated animal
feeding operations and the deadly
risk of salmonella poisoning negatively impact the environment and
our health as a nation.
While mosl consumers consider
vegetarianism as the most viable,
eco-fhendly solution, I propose a
different one.
Eat local. If you know your farmer,
you know your food. It's that simple.
Even simpler, we live in communily
rich with local farmers who care
about their products and the people
who eat them.
"I just want to provide healthier,
more humane products for the people," said Lindsay Graham of Omega
Meals in Grand Rapids. After 30 years
of organic farming, Graham revised
his farming practices after learning
about the benefits of pastured animals and grass-fed beef.
"People need omega 3 fatty acids
and I want to meet those needs
in the most sustainable ways possible," he said.
To make local meats even more
available and convenient for buyers,
Graham is offering a BG Buyers Club.
For a $15 annual fee and small delivery fee, Graham has created an "oldfashioned delivery system"
"People can choose from a vari-

Rapper's attempt at marketing new alcoholic beverage gets poor reception

ety of products, order online and I'll
bring the order right to (heir front
porches twice a month," Graham
said.
How's that for local?
General studies writing instnictor
and home cook Sarah Lenz wrote a
recent post about Omega Meats on
her food blog "Prose and Potatoes."
"I look a tour of Graham farms, the
home of Omega Meats just outside
of Grand Rapids, Ohio." Lenz said.
"Lindsay Graham is the best kind of
farmer: small and sustainable. His
farming methods are good for the
animal, good for the land, air and
water, good for the workers that produce it and especially good for the
people that eat his meat."
Like Lenz. I've found the relationships I've fostered with farmers give my fcx>d a face. There are
plenty of local farmers fighting the
good fight. Luginbill Family Farm
in Pandora is tirelessly dedicated to
sustainable, pasture-based fanning
practices and offer exceptional tasting beef, chicken, lamb, pork and
eggs, all of which are available at
the Perrysburg Farmers Market or
through online orders. (And for dessert, pick up cupcakes from Rebecca
Ijiginbill; they rival any cupcake
boutique's flavor profdes.)
Other fantastic local gardeners and cheese makers, such as
Homestead Gardens in Grand
Rapids and Canal Junction
Farmstead Cheese in Defiance, are
willing to answer any questions
about their products, farming practices and food philosophies. Local
farmers want people to know aboi il
the food they are producing.
Many of these farmers you can
meet face-to-face at area farmers markets or you can easily visit
their farms and see firsthand that
the animals are not only eating
their greens but also they are living very green lives.
See, eating meat can be ecofhendly.
See FOOD I

rlO

Rapper Snoop Dogg joins ranks
with Ludacris, P. Diddy and Jay-Z
as he steps into the alcoholic beverage game, but the product that
he is promoting comes with a little
extra controversy.
Blast is an alcoholic drink which
contains 12 percent alcohol in a 23.5

ounce can. It comes in four fruity
flavors and a brightly colored can.
Doesn't this sound familiar?
Of course it does. This product
is essentially Pabst and Colt .45's
attempt at Four Loko.
Even though the product contains no caffeine, due to a recent
ban of such products, people are
still finding the tasty product distasteful. For starters, the marketing campaign seems to be targeting
underage drinkers.
"I feel these 'alcopops' are a clear
ploy to entice younger people to

drink," said registered dietitian
Staci Freeworth. "The underage
market is very lucrative, Igrossing
about) $10 million a year. They have
cool names and come in brightly
colored cans and are marketed to a
younger crowd."
Also, Pabst put Snoop Dogg, a
popular culture icon, as its figure
head. Mr. Dogg recently appeared
on Nickelodeon show "Big Time
Rush" and on the teenage boy
See REED | Page 10
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Since the recent break up of The White Stripes,

The Foo Fighters is a band I've always been

Any movie tagged with the No 4 is rarely

its hard to tell when the next bluesy-indie/rock

interested tn. but have never actually took

duo band will lake their place This isn't some

the time to listen to a lull album from them

"Saw IV received a 17 percent critic average from

goal of any sort for The Kills, but the girl/boy

I had no real reason not to I think Nirvana

RottenTomatoescom "Halloween 4 The Return

two-piece shows that anything is possible without realizing it

alumnus. Dave Grohl is a great leadman. and

of Michael Myers" averaged a meie 25 percent

I've always been a fan of their singles. I think

on the same website Even "Rocky IV" followed

Lead vocalist Alison Mosshart (previously from

the reason I've always put off listening to an

this trend with a mediocre 44 percent consensus.

The Dead Weather formed by Jack White), and

Perhaps the only positively rated film with a "4"

guitarist Jamte Hince (foimerty of Scarfo and

entire Foo Fighters album is my disdain for
pop rock

Blyth Power) combine both of their influences

Sure it's petty and unfair, especially for legiti-

into this record.

mately good bands like Foo Fighters and the

you probably know - was the first film produced
in the senes

The album opener "Future Starts Slow" showcas-

Red Hot Chili Peppers, but I've avoided pop

So when film director Wes Craven announced

es grunge-like drum beats as Hince rocks guitar

rock like the plague for much of the past

"Scream 4" in 2010. most critics and fans rolled

chords that sound like he just walked through

decade

their eyes and prepared for the worst

worthwhile

attached is 'Star Wars Episode IV". which - as

death tow and survived

The Foo Fighters recorded their sev-

Concerns weren't just in 2010 At one time, even

The record demonstrates how Mosshart can

enth album. "Wasting Light* in Grohl's

lead actress Neve Campbell (who portrays

actually sing her lungs out. Namely, in the

garage, and it is indicative in their less

Sidney Prescott) was worried about releasing a

song "Satellite"

polished sound

One song that stands out in "Blood Pressures" is

Lead single. "Rope." like Grohl and compa-

the song. "Wild Charms" The duo put this song

ny's past hit singles, is an excellent song with

mtght not have been that interested." Campbell

right in the middle of the record for a reason It's

heavy guitar riffs and a great sing-along

an interlude with Hince both singing and playing

hook: "Give me some rope I'm coming loose.

said to (Village Entertainment. 'But I think
because enough time has gone by. it feels nos-

piano. Its very slowed down and short, hinting

I'm hanging on you / Give me some rope I'm

talgic for people"

that the duo does have a soft side

coming loose. I'm pulling for you now"

Campbell was nght Enough time has passed

In songs like "You Don't Own the Road" and

The Foo Fighters don't do anything loo

The genius of Craven is all about balancing real

complicated on their latest record, but their

teffor with satire, which "Scream 4" effectively

execution of simple pop songs is flawless

accomplishes. The film does what its predecessor

"Dear Rosemary" and "Back and Forth" are

"Pots and Pans." it's hard to focus on Mosshart s
lyrics and vocals because the listener is much too
hypnotized by Mince's raunchy guitar riffs and

fourth installment
"Had we made another one back then people

distorted melodies These two songs are very dark

potential chart-toppers and sound like songs

couldn't. 'Scream 3" leaned too heavily on fright.
missing out on the funny

sounding and influential in proving that The Kills

I grew up listening to in the 1990s

Craven's satirical sentiment is evident before

have changed
There isn't one passable moment throughout the

'Alandrta" would undoubtedly be a chart-topper if it were released 15 years ago. with

album. The band mixes up their songs with piano,

another one of Grohl's bodacious choruses,

harmonies, heavy guitars and unique lyncs.

"Wasting Light" is a clean listen with very few

and grinning. They know Ghostface is back And
this time, with the funny bone

tracks that are skip-worthy. "White Limo" is

Leading lady Sidney Prescott has written a best-

"Blood Pressures" is a record that I can see Jack

the opening title, The blood-spattenng parody
leaves long-time "Scream" fans gasping, gagging

White air strumming to It has everything from
slowed down piano songs to dark, upbeat crazy
guitar nffs.

WASTING

WONG GREEN

THEY SAID IT

Movie showtimes for the Woodland Mall Cinema 5 theater
Arthur
Rated PG-15,1 hour and

Ho

P
Rated PG. 1 hour and 50

R'O 3D
Rated G, 1 hour and 56

Scream 4

Water For Elephants

Rated R, I hour and 45

Rated PG-15,2 hours

SOmmutes
1:45,425.7:10.9:55

minutes
Z15.45O.735.10

minutes
2:10,440.7:15,9:45

minutes

130,420.705.9:50

1:55,430,725,1005

See SCREAM | Page 10

"I take a three-minute
shower. I even brush my
teeth while in the shower."
- Jennifer Aniston
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issified Ads
419-372-6977
The M(! News will not knowingly
accept advertisements that discriminate, or encourage discrimination against any individual ur
group on the hasis of race. sex.
color, creed, religion, national
origin, sexual orientation, disability, status as a veteran, or on
the basis of any other legally protected status.

Services Offered
Ben Franklin otters
UPS Shipping!
Boxes, packing & pickup available
Prices vary, call 419-352-3389

Help Wanted
BARTENDING' up 10 $300/day
No exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174.
Established independent Insurance agency is seeking an insurance customer service representative to join our successful team.
We are in need of an enthusiastic
candidate to provide outstanding
service to our customers and to
assist in growth of the agency. Insurance licensed a plus. Must be
professional, intelligent, positive
attitude, self starter, honest, reliable, and confident and out going.
Salary plus benefits
Please forward resume to
pinjobs®hotmail com
Need cleaning people lor
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11
Call 419-353-0325
Sitter needed in Luckey M-F. 8-5
for 16-mth-old boy Call Pam
at 419-575-5570 for details

For Sale
"The following Mobile Home will
be offered at Public sale on
May 5lh, 2011.9:00AM,
at 27484 Oregon Rd. Lot 257,
Perrysburg, OH 43551""
2000 Patriot, 2 x 60
Serial* PA1208
Minimum Bid S24000

For Rent

• Lrg 3 8 4 BR apts, $650 & up
recently updated, small pets ok
619 High St Call 216-337-6010

3BR apt. available immediately!
close to campus' S500/mo.
Call 419-308-2458.

:/

1 ft 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heat & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly'
(419)353-7715
www. varsitysquareapts. com

3BR house. SGOO'mo t utilities.
404 S College, available August.
Call 419-352-4850

1 bed/bath, avail. May/Aug,
S360/mo +gas/elec, 2 blocks Irom
dwtwn BG, call 419-601-0722.
1 BR apt. close to campus,
S395/mo + electric, pet friendly
Call 419-708-9981
1 BR upper apl, A/C, avail. Aug
S. Summit, 12 month lease.
S350/mo+ util, call 419-866-9281

1 room etfic, shared bath.
co-ed only, furn, avail 7/15/11.
3BR house, avail. Aug 15. 2011.
Call 419-601-3225

1,2 S 3 BR apts on Manville.
next to water tower
Call 419-352-5239
1,2 4 3BR Apartment!
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC
419-352-8917 • 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com
11-12 houses remain, apls/eflic
all next to campus, 419-353-0325
CartyRentals com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.
130-134 Liberty St-1 & 2BR,
S425-S600/mo *gas/elec. D/W.
Newly updated, great location,
available in June & Aug.
www.bghighlandmgmt.com
Call 419-354-6036
1BR - 332 E. Court St.
All utilities included in rent.
S435-$450 per month.
Call 419-352-8917
2 BR apl, hall block Irom BGSU.
$550/mo. elec & gas incl, unturn
Avail. 5/15/11, call 419-601-3108.
3 BR apts and duplexes.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th St
Avail May & August 2011.
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudley.com

3BR upper duplex. 837 3rd St,
1.5 baths. W/D. central A/C.
Now $750 for May lease,
call 419-352-8917
4 BR house, 1 bath, W/D,
S. Summit St, $795/mo * utils.
Avail Aug 7lh. call 419-866-9281
4 BR house. 1 st block of Manville.
May to May lease.
Call 419-352-5239
426 E Wooster 3 bedroom,
$750/mo. avail August 2011
Call 419-352-5882
6 BR house. 916 Third St.
Avail Aug 1. W/D. close to
campus. $l500/mo. Free parking.
419-308-2676. bgtoledorent com
Avail August 2011, 3 BR houses,
excellent cond.close to BGSU:
606 5th St - $750/mo.
118 Clay St - $875/mo
3BR apt-443 N Enterprise-$500
2BR apt -112 Ridge - S325/mo.
Call 419-308-2458 for more into
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HUGE, nice 6BR. zoned lor 6,
2 baths, avail May, MUST SEE'
S1675'mo. call 419-353-0326
NEW REDUCED RENT!
Houses 1 block from BGSU.
239 Manville - $690/mo.
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NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments', Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town'
332 S Main St. BG
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ACROSS
1 Chase, as a fly
5 Comme ci. comme ca
9 Whaler's rear end
14 "_ Fty With Me". Sinatra standard
15 Swan's "Swan Lake" wear
16 Hawk's home
17 Boo-boo. in tot talk
18 Grassland burrower
20 "Hunganan Rhapsodies" composer Franz
22 'My T
23 Mojave lizard
26 Boulevard, e.g.
27 Comical Coca
31 "You betcha!"
35 Bad doings
36 Soft dnnk suffix
37 Flippered ocean cntter
41 Jack Horner's last words
42 Zoom or macro
44 Orange-and-black-winged butterflies

46
50
51
56

Dangles a carrot in front of
Jay with jokes
Sure-footed Rockies denizen
Prayer set to music by
Schubert and Gounod
59 1945 conference site
60 Playful swimmer
63 Object of worship
64 Some '80s Chryslers
65 Crescent's tip
66 It flows through Egypt
67 Feel intuitively
68 AM A concerns
69 Slippery fish

ANSWERS

PISRN€LLO'S|

B

£SnV-M

UR SPECIALS!
B ou' coupon men i. at
.pisanellos.com
L

™6 I

352

Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fri. • Sal. • Sun.
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For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

Room for rent. S College.
S350/mo. utils incl. newly
remodeled'Call 419-708-9981

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester & yearly
leases, starting at $425, incls all
util. cable. WiFi.cats allowed Call
354-0070 or ShamrockBG.com

Subleaser needed. 220 Court St
May to July 31st. S260'mo util incl
Lrg studio. 419 438-3953

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

Southside Storage. 993 S Mam,
has units available lor summer'
419-353-8206. Iiterentals.com

419-352-5620

419.353.5100 I 706 NAPOLEON RD

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com

Almost boils
Hair-raising product?
Like some sandpaper
Continental coin
Tattletale
'Paper Moon'' Oscar
winner O'Neal
Nostalgic record
Rmg-shaped reef
Fairy stories
Torah holders
Smoking or dnnkmg
some say
■ Almighty": 2007
film
That, m Toledo
Fast-spinning meas

VOTED BEST PIZZA 18 STRAIGHT YEARS

227 S College - $690/mo.
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064 500 Lehman
www Iroboserentals com
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PtzZO

1 Chew out
2 Canadian comic Mandei
3 Not quite right
4 Old coots
5 "The Racer's Edge''
6"... _ daily bread
7 College football immortal
Amos Alonzo __
8 "Yes, yes, PUT
9 Verbally refused
10 Like most adolescents
11 Earth, m Germany
12 60-Across habitats,
43
to Jose
45
13 Strips in a photo lab 47
19 Wander
48
21 Cmq moins deux
49
24 Container weight
52
25 Gray matter creation
28 Flood emergency op 53
29 Gp. that funds psychi- 54
atnc drug testing
55
30 "Boola Boola" singers 56
57
31 "Boola Boola" university
32 Paradise
58
33 Email status
34 "Slippery'' tree
38 Kansas city
39 R.E.M.'s "The
Love"
40 Au pair

'r;

203 N. Main K2ET
56.50 Minimum
House w/3 seperate 1BR units,
all avail in June. $450/mo + elec.
All w sep entrnc. 419-654-5716
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brought to you by
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The Highlands -220 Napoleon Rd

S365-S395/mo ♦ elec.

1 BR apts avail, newly updated
laundry on site, great location
www bghighlandmgmt_com
Call 419-354-6036
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FOOD

From Page 8

From Page 8

To express interest in the
BG Buyers Club and learn
more about the program, visit
Omega Meats' website (omegameatsohio.com). Check
out Luginbill Family Farm
at www.luginbillfamilytarm.
com Sarah Lenz's blog can
be found at www.proseandpotatoes.blogspot.com. For a
guide to area farmers markets,
check out Local! larvest.org.

band's new single. I feel like
this fact wouldn't help the
argument that Pabst is promoting to the younger crowd,
seeing as the demographic
for the TV series is an audience of 3.8 million viewers,
the majority being the kid and
"tween" crowd, according to
demographic mapping site
TvByiheNumbers.com.
Maybe I'm not giving Snoop
Dogg the mature credit he
deserves. He is still producing over-18 rated music and
music videos that would
make a conservative family
household lock their doors at
night. Maybe I'm just making
something out of nothing, but
there remains another controversy: These products are
had for the body.
According to Freeworth,
each can of Blast (or Four
Loko) is the equivalent to five
beers. Naive party-goers may
convince themselves into
thinking that this one 23.5
ounce can is one, maybe two
servings of alcohol, whereas it
is clearly double.
"Most people would not sit
down and drink this amount
in one sitting, but drinks like
these make it very easy to
take in too much alcohol ...
in a short period of time,"
said Freeworth.
The product doesn't contain caffeine, but it does contain sugar. Naturally, the body
rejects heavily concentrated
amounts of alcohol. That's
why when you take a shot of
tequila, your immediate reac-

WASTING
From Page 8

the heaviest track on [he album and
is a little too Motoihead for my liking,
but I'm sure the song would be appreciated by fans of metal
Grohl brings in the other surviving
member of Nirvana. Knsl Novoselic
to play bass and accordion on the
album's most daring yet rewarding
track. "I Should Have Known"
The track is slower and bluesy that
builds until it enplodes. making it the
biggest highlight of the record
1 can't comment how this record
stacks up with the rest of the Foo
Fighters' catalogue But if they are as
half as enjoyable as "Wasting Light."
I've been sorely missing out

SCREAM
From Page 1
selling book about her past eipenence
and how she was able to let go The
book tour brings her to the town of
Woodsboro where, of course, past murderous events unfolded.
And the stabbings pick right back up in
Woodsboro
The primary target however, is not
Sidney Ghostface is after Sidney's

tion may be to gag or "chase" it
down with something. That's
a good idea; let's force the
toxin down. The sugary taste
masks the amount of alcohol you are really consuming and leaves you with a
rather pleasant taste on your
tongue, instead of the bitter
taste of alcohol.
These two problems can
work hand in hand and cause
some real damage. When you
combine binge drinking with
an underage group of drinkers, you can expect to lose
about 5,000 lives of people
under the age of 21 within a
year, according to Freeworth.
Even if a drinker isn't bingeing and only indulges on one
can of Blast a week, they can
still do long term damage to
their developing liver, brain
and sexual development.
Nobody wants a problem in
any of those categories.
Overall, this product is a
bad idea. The spokesperson is
in the eye of teenagers and the
drink is within their grasp. All
it takes is a fake LD. or someone with "connections" to get
this type of product into the
hands of underage drinkers.
The marketing scheme makes
these kids want to drink and
the
sugary taste
makes
them
want to
keep
drinking.

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Uvirta air £2!

SPECIM
Limited Time ^

Love fi

cousin. Jill, played by teen star Emma
Roberts
Joining the young cast is the gorgeous

Qualifications of one serving of alcohol according to the U.S.
Department of Agriculture and U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services:

Hayden Panettiere. who wonderfully
portrays a horror movie know-it-all
Panettiere captivates the screen during
relaxed moments and delivers lines
extravagantly during horrifying ones In

12 07 of beer

one of Gbofctfaces games. Panettiere

8 oi. of malt liquor

is asked. "What's your favorite scary

5 oi. of wine
1 S 02 (a shot) of 80 proof distilled spirits or liquor

movie7" She shoots back a list of films

| ft % -, tft£

with terror in her eyes.
Jill and friends are accompanied

Recommended no more than one drink per day for women and no more

by Scream veterans Gale Weathers

than two drinks per day for men.

(Courtney Cox Arguette) and Dewey
Riley (David Arquette).
■

It's inevitable thai creating four films

Speedy

with similar premises will create repetition, but this installment presents
just enough originality to once again

Burrit o

revitalize the slasher genre.
If you re planning to see it. get ready to
scream and. thank God, laugh

li • 2

^Shamrock
w Storage SpeeduBurritos.com
X
J rjvvi M I'll ' • I AI HI Al <»lv
•Near Campus
Security Fence
• 24 Hr Access

1419-806-4727 ENTRANCE BEHIND 425E.W00STER
DOMINO'S
I - *■■*■■* Fri. & Sal.12pm-3am
mtM
PM*
49c beef tacos
$1.99 btirritos!
Buy MBP
One Burrito I W

•Clean
•Many Sizes

«5.99
Get a Second Burrito For '

Summer
Storage!

(RECESSION BUSTER). j
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APARTMENT FEATURES:
"COMMUNITY HIGHLIGHTS:

Upgraded clubhouse
BBQ grills and picnic area
Spacious fitness center
Spa-like tanning room
Relaxing pool furniture
Basketball court
Spacious hot tub
24-hour computer center
, on-sitemanagementand maintenance

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
(419)354-0070
1724E.Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

i
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Individual leases
Individual bedrooms
Individual bathrooms in ALL units
Spacious living rooms
Furnished units available
Washer and dryer in each unit
High-speed Internet
Roommate matching
t, i kj,fhens
Full kitchens

| E!

WE DELIVER!
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Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

STOP
by our ofltc* t>
t up ttM
Ltotlngsl

Summer Rentals Available!
Leases from May 14, 2011
to August 6, 2011
• Efficiencies - 451 Thurstin across from Offcnhauer.
$750.00 for the summer, deposit $225.00. One person only.
• One Bedroom - Several Locations.
$800.00 for the summer, deposit $225.00. One person only.
• Two Bedrooms - Several Locations.
$965.00 for the summer, deposit $225.00. Two person limit.

.nciavet
Ultimate Student Living

WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE, INC.

912 KLOTZ ROAD • BOWLING GREEN, OH 4*402

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

41S-313-431S

www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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